CONTRACT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
A commercial off-the-shelf acquisition solution designed to provide accurate and timely federal acquisition capabilities.

WHAT WE OFFER

Today’s environment of transparency and accountability in government operations demands that federal agencies be accountable for controlling their spending within budget allocations. All agencies must be capable of reporting and substantiating mission performance with supporting financial data.

IBC helps to meet these requirements by offering Oracle Federal Financials CLM with the Enterprise Command Center (ECC), a commercial off-the-shelf acquisition solution designed to provide accurate and timely federal acquisition capabilities.

CLM delivers clear visibility into procurement contracts, helping users comply with federal mandates. By providing complete end-to-end acquisition and contract writing capabilities, CLM enables the auditing of all categories of government spending by increasing transparency and providing clear accountability. With the addition of ECC, IBC provides a fully integrated capability that allows users to optimize operational decisions and improve process efficiency with real-time access to operational data.

KEY FEATURES

- Fully integrated real time procure-to-pay system allows for standardized workflows and business processes
- Provides automated and auditable end-to-end finance and acquisition solution
- Actionable indicators with commercial-like search and filters
- Instant search results across organizations
- Saved search for frequently-used filters
- Interactive visualizations and charts

WHY CLM?

- It eliminates manual entries from external procurement systems
- It links budget to requirement to contract to entitlement and disbursement
- It offers real time visibility of the full spend chain
- It creates and executes all types of contracts using a single system

Shared User Environment

- Security levels are controlled in the shared application through user access and responsibilities
- Customer-specific data remains segregated by operating unit
- Economies of scale with shared operations and maintenance costs

Comprehensive

- Provides complete flow from procurement to finance and payment
- Supports the federal regulations that define the federal business processes integrating Procurement and Finance

IBC is an OMB-designated federal shared services provider offering financial management services, including accounting, eTravel services, financial systems implementation and support, project management, COR services, acquisition audit and indirect cost services.